**intro:** Sparkler Shower
Made out of a pack of sparklers.
Similar to dancing devils, shoots a shower of sparks up to 4 ft in the air then dies down to smoldering ashes.

**step 1: Obtain needed materials.**
Pack of sparklers (or more for added effects!)
Masking tape or any other type of tape.
Lighter
Common sense

**step 2: Construct!**
Normally 8 sparklers will give you a nice show, but the more the better.
- Bunch up the sparklers and leave one sticking out from the middle.
- Start taping all of them together making sure the tape is really really tight.
- Bend the bottom wires to make your newly created fire hazard stand upright
step 3: Light it up.

Make sure you are in an area where there is nothing overhead or anything that can easily catch on fire.

Light it up.

Don't burn yourself.

Be creative.

I'm too lazy to rotate the pics, there should be a way to do it on the website once they are uploaded.